Shit The Editor Says
I think the work speaks for itself, as always. Thanks for reading.
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Wounds // Interviews
All the Creations of Shibalba have
a core in our Experiences and our
philosophy. We Create only when
we feel the need to do so, as this kind
of creation demands a strict focus in
your soul and your plane to have the
ability to give a Vision from your
Inner self.

the process of creation?
I would prefer to not share too
much behind the empirism of each
Creation and leave the Individual to
Dream alone and enjoy the Journey
of Transformation. All of our releases can be used by those with eyes to
see for higher purposes and experimentations.

So far, most of your releases have
been split albums. What do you
enjoy about doing split albums Most recently you worked with
Russian ritual group Phurpa.
with other artists?
Again, this collaboration makes
K: This is to correspond towards perfect sense, but what can you tell
another ‘entity’. This communica- us about how it came out and your
tion becomes a movement to relate 3 tracks?
the differences as two shapes could
build something that is greater, especially when they become centered
at one foundation. It could release
new levels of inspiration of and by
us all.
SHIBALBA
INTERVIEW
---

All of Us had strong Connection to other Genres of Art
as Ritual Dark Ambient, Martial Music, Experimental
etc. Also many elements used in our personal bands
pushing the limits of Black metal in different forms.We
had the need for an experience to create a project completely dedicated to an experiment that will be 100% not
music but a vibration of our nightside Void.

K: The ambient side of music is more related to the internal process of a being and the mind, and the more
aggressive forms, such as Black Metal are more related
to the body and with feelings. Both are needed in your
life shape. You need to relate to both body and spirit.
Shibalba allows more the investigation into the personal
and into the ‘Self ’. Its shape is that of the ritual and integrating music and ritual in something that becomes a
development in itself. We strive to become full beings
and we thus we could take with us what we need into
the next appearance. All are of us regardless. For Us
Black Metal too is not just music as the 90% of the genre
nowdays approach this Art. It was a natural evolution as
I explained to the previous question to dwell deeper in
such different expressions.

Ritual Ambient is quite related to black metal and
shares some of the same aesthetics, especially with
the more spiritual leaning black metal. What attracts
you to the ambient side of music and how does being
from a black metal background influence your work
as Shibalba?

I was first introduced to your work on the Samsara album which was released by Malignant Records. This
is an incredible album which I named as one of the
top albums of 2015. What can you tell us about this
album – what were your influences and how did you
go about creating this work?

(Replies from Acherontas V.Priest & Karl NE/Nachzehrer.)

Prior to starting Shibalba you guys were involved in
various black metal bands (notably Acherontas / Stutthof and Nåstrond). How was the decision made to
start Shibalba and to pursue a ritual ambient sound?
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K: The three tracks are a correspondence to the ‘Tradition’ of the purification and rejuvenation of ‘Self ’. The
tracks are connected in each other
and are rooted in Mantras and ritual
aspects of purifying by the Chod
with the meaning “Cutting through
the Ego” and this is a practice of
understanding fear through the
Tantric secrets. It is to pass into the
Darkness and then rise through inner Fire as a process of rejuvenation.
We have met with Alexey during
a mini tour We had in Russia with
Acherontas and we shared the stage.
After some personal discussions
and time we shared together it was
a matter of time to join a union.At
First I released a tshirt and a tape of
Phurpa by my Label Zazen Sounds
and all the rest have flown Normal.

In 2014 you worked with Arditi
and Puissance on a 4 way split.
What an incredible lineup. How
did this release come about and
what can you tell us about your
tracks on it, under both the Acherontas and Shibalba projects?
This Release manifested after we
had a cooperation with Arditi and
Puissance at a previous release of
Acherontas Coven in “Amenti” Album and a mutual respect we have
for each other. I am follower of these
bands since the late 90s so it was a
great Honor to be United with Such
Artists and most to be invited at
puissance Track and perform Vocals
and lyrics.
After that you did a split with the
prolific magician Edgar Kerval
as his project Emme Ya. It’s not
too difficult to see how that came
about. What can you tell us about
this album, your influences and
5
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What is your outlook on performing live in general? In your opinion, as a ritual group what are the
most important aspects to the performance?

What plans do you have for the future? I believe I saw a post about a
split with Nordvargr?

Yes, this One will be released by
Aeon Sophia Press early on 2017
K: We want to focus on making plus a split Release with our Brothperformances something rare and ers from Alone in the Hollow Garonly appear a few times a year and den & Nam-Khar will be released by
foremost on special places and spe- my Label and Arsenestre Creations.
cial events, chosen by Shibalba. This Next Month also we enter in stuis because this is not a live show. It dio for our second Full Work and
is a ritual which moves energy and we start an isolated preparation for
this makes other demands. We can- some specific Ceremonies.
not ask the people taking part of the
ritual to understand it in their in--tellect, but it will become a process
within themselves, if they are able to
More Info:
connect. It will set off a change in a
person and this is to be moved. We
[ Bandcamp ]
as ritual performer changes in the
[ Facebook ]
moments and become filled of en[ Zazen Sounds ]
ergy.
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ga which (to my knowledge) was
the first time you incorporated
your own vocals into a track. Additionally, it was the first official
video you have made. What inspired this track and what made
M: Getting more people involved you decide to both add vocals and
in the studio and on stage has only shoot and video for it?
made This Morn’ Omina better I believe. Visually and musically. It is a M: Actually first time vocals were
great working-dynamic being able audibly incorporated was on Le Serto spread ideas over minds and then pent Blanc-Le Serpent Rouge (specifically the track Epoch). Iboga was
see it all come together on stage.
only a further extension of having a
Is Mika still the main writer of the voice with lyrics as an added musical
music or do the other members element. Iboga was inspired by the
rising use of forest medicine nowashare a role in the songwriting?
days to control addictions or menK: studio work is split between Mika tal issues. Instead of having people
and Karl, along with the themes, but doped up for the rest of their life on
also on this new album, the 3 live western legalized drugs now people
members were able to take a creative who overindulged actually stand a
hand and contribute to the creation, chance of beating their addictions
by going back to literally the roots
with live recording.
of medicine. This reversal is what
In 2013 you released the vinyl Na- attracted me to write a song about
gash on Gooiland Elektro / Enfant it and have the concept ‘explained’
Terrible. This released featured more through a video.
3 shorter versions of tracks from
the Le Serpent Blanc album which
was about 10 years old at that
point, and a track with longtime
collaborator Empusae. What’s the
story behind this release, how did
it come about and why were those
tracks chosen?
In recent years you have expanded the project to a full 5 member
band. How has this influenced the
dynamic of the project and the live
shows?

THIS MORN’ OMINA
INTERVIEW
--Firstly, let us begin with: How would you describe You’ve got a new album coming out soon, Kundalini
This Morn’ Omina and what does the project mean Rising via Dependent Records, which comes as the
follow up to your 2011 full length L’Unification Des
to you?
Forces Opposantes. What can you tell us about the
Mika: This Morn’ Omina describes the moment of awak- new record, soundwise and thematically? Kundalini
ening, an epiphany if you will. When that happened in is the coiled primal “serpent” energy which resides
1996 I became that moment and vice versa. Since then, at the base of the spine and when “awakened” travels
This Morn’ Omina has been the pivotal point around upwards towards the Sahasrara chakra and brings the
practitioner into a higher state of consciousness. How
which everything revolves and emanates from.
did this concept influence the new album?
Going back a bit, what draws you to this tribal/industrial sound and what caused you to begin this project? Karl: It’s a logical step as all creatures are infused with
this creative energy. It’s an energy that demands to be
M: The idea that music does not need to be tonal has raised in vibration and the consequent consciousness
been around a lot longer than many think. When I first expansion is a deep primal drive to attain. Raising
heard recording from the 1930s and then later M. Du- kundalini is something all artists are actively or unconchamp I was hooked by this idea. The ritualistic/tribal sciously employing, and has been expressed numerous
aspect reflect my interest in the esoteric and belief-sys- times in previous TMO releases, the difference being
tems as a whole.
that this time it has been named directly for what it is,
helped by the fact of having being instructed and practicing kundalini yoga since 2013.
WOUNDS OF THE EARTH | Issue 5
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One of my favorite things about
TMO is how long and complex the
tracks are. How do you begin work
on a new track and how to you
keep a song interesting for 8-10+
minutes? Especially in the old days
I imagine it was difficult for the
equipment to keep up with 10-13
minute tracks filled with so many
parts!
K: for me coming up with a theme,
generally something important that
is moving through your life, that is
the basis for the inspiration. The next
step is holding onto that feeling with
it clear in your mind, and trying to
come up with the sounds to match
how you would want to express that.
As with discovering anything new in
your life, it generally starts as a small
glimpse, and if pursued can open up
a full on journey, and so long tracks,
with build up intros tend to mirror
that process. Sometimes it is also the
opposite though, where you make a
pounding full on segment, and then
(continues...)

M: This came as a request. It is not
uncommon electro/techno labels
want some of This Morn’ Omina on
their vinyls. This time they wanted
to re-release the whole EP. With the
original 3inch sold out long ago, I
never thought twice about it. That
release was also aimed at DJs spinning in other scenes.
Going back to L’Unification Des
Forces Opposantes for a moment,
that album featured the single Ibo9
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think “how did I get here” and have
to do a kind of reverse engineering,
based on deconstructing and gradualizing in your components.

the stresses of the world, or listeners feel “transported”, but in truth
it’s probably just returning people to
their natural organic state. Which is
more energized. So in short the two
M: Like Karl pointed out. It is not genres share a common root.
preconceived to have a long track.
The longest track I made was 28 Another thing that I really enjoy is
minutes, and it became this length how TMO occasionally goes into
due to building and expanding un- dark ambient territory, as seen on
til it reached its natural end. It was Inferno and the Le Serpent Rouge
daunting on the equipment at the disc. How is the process of creattime, but a pen and a piece of paper ing more ambient tracks different
are your best tools in such a situa- from a typical TMO song?
tion.
K: I would say it’s all a matter of what
Your music is an expert blend of mood you are trying to express. For
Industrial and Tribal/ethnic which example a few tracks on the new alis interesting because Industrial bum are thematically exploring very
music is typically more rigid and dark subjects, and left me feeling
mechanical, while tribal/ethnic quite sombre. It made sense musiis organic and “human”. What do cally to express them as dark ambiyou think the key to fusing these ent rather than raging floor shakers.
styles is?
That is not to say that the speed of a
track makes it stray from the overall
K: Beats and rythyms are an organic “Kundalini Rising” subject. Someprocess, as much as the heartbeat, times it is the slow steady force that
and has been close to humans prob- overcomes, like the movement of
ably ever since the first caveman a glacier, and not always the short
learned to bang two rocks together. sharp burst, than is then exhausted.
Realistically the devlopment of all
music subsequently is a mere echo TMO has quite an extensive cataof that moment. The process of ma- log at this point, filled with tons of
chinery since the industrial revo- amazing work. Do you have anylution with production lines and thing that stands out to you as a
robotized sequences is in a sense favorite or for some other intereststill based on the original rythym, ing reason?
but expressed through a different
sound where we associate perhaps K: For me it will always be Immumore with metallic and electronic table Sphere. Firstly because I had
influence as opposed to beating a nothing to do with it (haha) and it
stretched animal hide with a stick. came to me at a time in my life when
Currently we live in an age increas- I’d become disillusioned with a lot
ingly separated from our inter- of electronic music as I couldn’t find
nal pulse as we focus on our outer the progression of my earlier main
mechanized world, ruled by artificial influences that I’d been vinyl spinrhythyms such as clocks. Neverthe- ning since 93, like Lunatec Records
less that spell is easily broken simply and DJ Dag’s stuff. A lot of this kind
through listening to music, which of early trance had tribal influence,
to many provides a “relief ” from but after a few good years that all
WOUNDS OF THE EARTH | Issue 5
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disappeared under the dreadful
commerciality that demands more
egomaniacal or “safe space” flavour.
I’m not saying this type of music
wasn’t around in the early 2000’s,
I just couldn’t find it. Living in the
US at the time didn’t help, but along
came Immutable Sphere and blew
my ears out roaring down a Texas
motorway, and I felt faith in the human race again.
M: This is like asking me to choose
a favourite child. I have no favourite
track. Sorry.
What are your plans now that the
new album is finished and about to
be released?
K: Tour as far and wide as possible.
M: I second that. Spread our energy
to all that are open to accept it.
--More Info:
[ Official Site ]
[ Facebook ]
[ Bandcamp ]
[ Watch the video for Iboga ]

APOCRYPHAL THRONE
INTERVIEW
--The brand new doom/metal/blackgaze project from IDM/
electronic composer Chase Dobson, perhaps better known
as his alias c.db.sn through which he had a couple of stellar releases on Tympanik Audio
---

in doing so I began thinking about elements I’d like to
incorporate. Lets just say that Apocryphal Throne has
been a long time in the making. Ultimately, this project
came about as a bit of a push back against having spent
years writing IDM and industrial music, I wanted to do
something a bit less controlled and programmed.

What is Apocryphal Throne and what caused you to
create this project?

What were your goals with the sound and theme of
the project?

Apocryphal Throne is a recent solo post-metal endeavor, I began writing the first songs late December of last
year.
I have been a long time fan of heavy music. Having a
background in live sound and spending many evenings
mixing heavy music I began to really appreciate the
slower, heavier and atmospheric side of metal, it appeals
to the shoe gazer in me as well as the side of me that enjoys dark ambient and other more “esoteric genres”. I’ve
had the opportunity while working a handful of venues
to mix bands like Red Sparowes, Minsk, Swarm of the
Lotus and Kayo Dot, all of whom have since become
influential to this project. When mixing a band I have
to listen very analytically, sort of pick the music apart,

The theme for “The Day of Our Demise” is very specific,
these songs were written in the weeks leading up to the
inauguration of Donald Trump, based on dissatisfaction, disappointment, and anger. The word Apocryphal
is a synonym with false, and is often used to quantify
books of the bible that the church refuses to acknowledge. The Throne is my take on the Presidency, without getting too political, Apocryphal Throne is about a
reaction to a false presidency. I have been wanting to
focus on this type of music for a long time, and felt like
the timing was right to actually move on the impulse.
People are angry right now, myself included.
(continues...)
11
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(cont.)
Sonically, my goal is to offset quieter and more serene moments with
heavy, crushing riffs. This soft/loud
dynamic certainly isn’t reinventing
the wheel, I’m more than willing
to acknowledge the fact. I wanted
to do it my way. I’ve had a fascination with black metal styled tremolo
picking and wanted to incorporate
that in with a heavier more doom/
sludge metal aesthetic.
This material is quite the departure
from your previous work as c.db.
sn. How is the process of crafting
metal tracks different than more
electronic-based music?
For me, the process of writing postindustrial or IDM is extremely process heavy. There is a lot of time
spent even before writing melodies
designing sounds, be them synth
elements or building drum kits
from scratch as well as developing
and experimenting with ways of
manipulating sounds (hopefully)
in a unique way. I strived to rarely
if ever re-use sounds from song to
song and frankly, it can be exhausting. The music often took a back
seat to DSP processes and “ear candy” as I call it. With c.db.sn I strived
not to go down the all glitch sort of
dissonant, more “academic” path of
IDM focusing on process alone, but
instead to find a balance with melody and perhaps most importantly
atmosphere.
Apocryphal Throne is just about as
close to a 180 degree turn as you can
get from c.db.sn, all of the songs
on “The Day of Our Demise” were
started with either a guitar or a bass.
The riffs came first. My studio is still
very centered around a DAW, so after getting the initial ideas of where
the chord progressions, etc were goWOUNDS OF THE EARTH | Issue 5

ing I begin laying down the riffs in
sections. Usually I track bass first so
that I can followed up by programming drums, once i have a rhythm
section down I go in and track the
guitar parts.
I opted to take a very “band” approach with this project, I decided
that for the most part the drum kit
and the guitar and bass tones were
going to be consistent all the way
throughout the EP, creating the type
of cohesion one would expect from
a rock or metal album. This made
the whole process go a lot faster, this
EP was written in just under 2 weeks
from concept to mastering which,
for me is really quick. I was able to
spend more time on composition
versus designing unique elements
for every song.
Though you are most known for
your electronic music, you’ve also
contributed guitars and bass to
several recent Black Tape For A
Blue Girl albums. What was that
process like and did that have any
influence on you working on more
“rock” based music?

send him back a rough MP3 of the
work which he’ll approve or request
different or additional ideas. When
we agree on an arrangement I send
him stems of the elements that I’ve
written and he mixes them according to the Black Tape aesthetic.
Working with Sam has been a great,
as its forced me to “think outside the
box”, as I tend to work and write the
way I do naturally. His ideas and requests aren’t always what I would go
to first, its both a challenge and rewarding. Black Tape for a Blue Girl
and many of the acts that Sam’s record label Project Records released
in the 90’s were a huge source of
inspiration during my early years
of recording music, so it is really
an honor to have to opportunity to
contribute to Black Tape for a Blue
Girl.

I find the production on this EP
to be spectacular, especially considering you mixed it all yourself
in your home studio. What do you
find to be the biggest challenge in
recording/mixing “real” instruments, and any tips from an engineering standpoint for this kind of
The process of working with Sam music?
(founder and songwriter for Black
Tape For a Blue Girl) is very dif- Thanks a lot, this project was a bit of a
ferent from Apocryphal Throne. different animal mix wise compared
For my project I work alone, so to c.db.sn material. Fortunately I
the result has a very “Chase flavor” wasn’t coming at it completely uninaesthetically and harmonically. Its formed, like I mentioned, my years
100% my stamp, filtered through a of mixing in a live environment for
load of influences.
this type of music specifically gave
The workflow with Sam is definitely me a leg up.
a session musician type of approach, Honestly, the most challenging part
Sam sends me early versions of the for me was convincing percussion.
songs and a click track, often with Its been a bit of a lynch pin in the
notes in text regarding what ele- past and is one of the reasons that I
ments he’d like to see and sort of how hadn’t yet set out to release material
to punctuate and emphasize those in this vein. I didn’t want comproelements. I write and record parts mised well.. anything. While I play
based on his suggestions and usually guitars, bass, and keys… I’m a pretty
incorporate some original ideas and crap drummer and don’t own a kit.
12

The software options for programming them always left me a little disappointed. I wasn’t quite ready to pull the
trigger on a huge library like Superior
Drummer or BFD, it was when I updated Native Instrument’s Komplete to
version 9 (?) and began experimenting
with their Session Drummer soundest
for Kontakt that I was convinced that
with some loose quantizing I could
program convincing drums.
In regards to the mix, I’ve found that
mixing rock can be more straight forward than electronic music. For the
heavy parts of this release it was largely
1 channel of distorted bass, 2 channels
of stacked riffing guitars and a single
channel of tremolo picked lead lines.
Having a minimum amount of channels makes it a lot easier to mix!
All of the distorted elements can get a
bit hairy, but my approach was straight
forward. I used different types of distortion on the different channels in the
“amps”. I use a Line 6 PodXTpro for
clean tones, as a DI for tracking and I
created the heavy sounds in Native Instruments Guitar Rig. So, for example,
the 2 channels of stacked riffing guitars,
one goes to a high gain sort of Mesa
modern distortion and the other to a
more mid range-y Orange amplifiers
type of tone, those 2 channels are then
panned out so they don’t step on one
another. Combined they sound super
thick. Contrarily, the clean guitars are
pretty simple, I just try to make sure
they have enough top end to cut, especially when there are 4 to 6 tracks happening simultaneously.
In mastering these tunes I was very
conscious of what was happening in
the midrange, as low E on a guitar sits
around 90hz, a lot of the “mid neck”
sort of stuff can fall into that 200-300hz
ugly midrange, the more channels you
have the more it’ll build up, especially
if you, like I am, heavy handed on the
reverb. For a few of the songs it made
more sense to go into the individual
sessions to dial the midrange back rather than putting a hole in the mix w a
broad brush eq.
In general, I highly recommend getting

to know your mix environment. I, like
most “home studio guys” don’t have
a properly acoustically treated space,
so mix translation can be a bit tricky.
Knowing how your speakers sound and
how your space affects the sound can be
difficult, but taking that into consideration when mixing can result in night
and day benefits in translation to other
systems.
You’ve toured with a number of high
profile acts as an Ableton Playback
Tech. How did those experiences influence your own approach to writing
and performing music?
Well, I’ve not performed Apocryphal
Throne material, thus far it has been a
recording project. That could change
in the future, but not anytime soon I
think, as I feel like the songs deserve a
full band to come across proper, which
means rehearsing and coordination
and… it all seems a little overwhelming, ha!
My touring experience has been a huge
eye opener and an incredible learning
experience. A lot of the mystery of how
things are done on a huge scale (Arenas etc) is gone, and applying some of
that knowledge to the shows that I have
played has been a huge benefit. Walking
into a venue and knowing HOW to talk
to the house engineer about your needs
as a performing act is HUGE. If I walk
in and have a computer playback rack
with 8 outputs and then some amps on
stage as well as direct guitars, like I’ve
used in the past for shoegazer shows,
its really important that I can quickly
and effectively explain what is going on
and roll in with all of my bases covered
tech-wise.
In terms of writing, the biggest thing
I have taken away from my work with
some of the higher profile acts is that
while they have talent, there is no secret; hard work and determination
is the way they got to where they are.
Confidence is huge, but also being able
to back up your confidence with talent,
and not talking a bigger game than you
can show up with. It may sound like

13

common sense, but I’m often surprised
when I hear the output from individuals who “sell it well” and the music falls
flat.
Can we expect more music from
Apocryphal Throne in the future?
Any other plans for the project?
Yes, I’ve already begun some initial
writing for the followup Apocryphal
Throne release. Aesthetically, I think
one can expect a common thread with
“The Day of Our Demise” although I’ve
been toying with the idea of incorporating more dark ambient elements in
order to create more of an emotionally
heavy atmosphere, but without going
full on ambient.
My suspicion is that the followup will
take longer to write, but compared to
the c.db.sn material I was producing it
will come along far quicker.
--More Info:
[ Bandcamp ]
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OUREBOROS
INTERVIEW
---

The first album, “Dreaming In Earth, Dissolving In
Light” came out in 2011. Firstly, I love that title; what
does it mean to you guys? Secondly, what were your
influences and goals for this album?

To get this started, what is Oureboros and what
That title just came to us. We made those early recordbrought you guys together to do the project?
ings just after the death of Rich’s stepfather, and the tiWe have been making music together for over two de- tles refer to themes of mortality and resurrection. That
cades. We first began working together in 1993 and album was created from two evenings of improvised
those early jams developed into the Orphx project, in recordings. There was little discussion beforehand. We
collaboration with Christina Sealey. At this time we just made the music and then realized that something
started a label called Xcreteria which released tapes new and cohesive was taking shape.
from Orphx and related acts, including Aron’s Tropism
project. We also distributed music from other artists. By 5 years later we see the release of the new album “Mys1996, Aron was no longer working with Orphx but he terium Tremendum”. What brought you guys back tohas supported their work in many ways while continu- gether to work on Oureboros again?
ing to produce experimental music as Tropism. The two
of us have continued to make music together over the We’ve continued to record new music since the first alyears and some of this collaborative material has been bum and gathered together some of our favourite pieces
released as Tropism. In 2006, we recorded many hours for this record. Rich had also recorded some music in
of new music that we felt was quite strong and had a Scotland in 2010 with his friend Norman Shaw that
new sound to it. So we decided to start a new project seemed to perfectly with Oureboros, so we also used
and this was Oureboros.
some of this material. All three of us then helped shape
the final tracks, adding some additional sounds here
and there. Paul Hogeterp, who played violin on one of
WOUNDS OF THE EARTH | Issue 5
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the tracks from the first album, also All of us take a lot of influence from
joined us again for two songs on this doom and black metal that is evident on this record. With this projone.
ect we’re trying to combine those inWhat were your influences and fluences with elements of shoegaze,
goals for the new album, and how ambient, and electro-acoustic muhave things changed since you sic. Much of the metal and shoegaze
influences are expressed by the guiworked on the first album?
tar, while the software brings a more
Firstly, this was a more collaborative alien, electro-acoustic sound.
album because Norman’s contributions became vital to the record, According to the project’s bio: “All
both sonically and visually, along recordings are improvised direct
with Paul Hogeterp’s beautiful work to tape, with minimal overdubs.”,
on violin and lap steel guitar. Our in- Is this still true of the new album?
dustrial and doom metal influences How do you feel about working in
are more prominent on this album, this kind of “stream of consciousand there is a stronger emphasis on ness” manner? Do you find it limpercussion and a wider range of in- iting or liberating?
struments.
Oureboros and virtually every projOne thing I’ve especially admired ect that we are involved in is based
about your work is your ability to on improvisation. We really enjoy
create incredibly hypnotic, capti- this approach because you can lose
vating soundscapes. What draws yourself in the music and it often
you to this type of sound, and produces unexpected results.
what’s the typical sound creation
process like for you?
As mentioned before, all of our
work is improvised and then edited
down into finished compositions.
We’ve always been drawn to hypnotic music, although we do have
different tastes. A strong feature
of the project is Aron’s softwarebased improvisations, which create
dynamic, continually modulating
soundscapes that are the basis for
many of our songs.
The new album utilizes heavy, distorted guitars quite a bit, often
veering into doom/sludge territory. What was the inspiration for
this and what do you feel the guitar adds to the music?
Much of our music is made with
Aron on software and Rich on guitar.

I really like the artwork on the album. What can you tell us it about
it and how it represents/reflects
the music?
Norman Shaw is also a visual artist and the cover art is taken from
one of his paintings. Norman’s work
is deeply connected to the psychogeography of the Scottish Highlands: its natural and unnatural
histories, mythologies, and mysticisms. This painting, “Gods of the
Flaming Dew”, was the perfect fit
for this record, which came together
around the theme of mystical experiences that characterized by a
sense of dread or terror. This theme
was based on experiences that all of
us have had, at different places and
times.
(continues...)

Wounds // Interviews
(cont.)
Tell us a bit about your studio –
what gear are you guys using for
this project?
As mentioned earlier, our basic setup is Aron on software and controllers, and Rich on guitar and effects.
We also use an assortment of analog
synths and whatever else is on hand.
On the new album, we used a wider assortment of instruments and
sound sources, including acoustic
drums, feedback circuits, and saxophone.

More Info:
[ Homepage ]
[ Facebook ]
[ Ant Zen ]

I believe I saw that you are playing
live with this project. What can
the audience expect from an Oureboros show and how does it differ
from your more techno oriented
projects like Orphx?
We’ve only performed as Oureboros
a handful of times so far. We also
take an improvised approach to live
performance, using studio material
as a starting point and foundation.
It is considerably more meditative
than an Orphx performance or at
least functions in a different way by
focusing more on immersive soundscapes rather than foregrounding
rhythms. We really enjoy playing
in spaces that are conducive to that
kind of immersion in sound. Of the
few shows we’ve done, half have taken place in churches.
While it’s probably too early to
tell, do you have any future plans
for Oureboros?
We would like to do more live performances, including some outside
of North America. And we’re continuing to build up a large archive
of recordings, some of which will be
assembled for the next album.
WOUNDS OF THE EARTH | Issue 5
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Erik Keosz Osvald

www.facebook.com/KeOSzMusic

Wounds // Reviews
Artist: Sabled Sun
Album: 2148
Year: 2016
Label: Cryo Chamber
Genre: Dark Ambient
Website: cryochamber.bandcamp.com

Artist: Paleowolf
Album: Genesis
Year: 2016
Label: Cryo Chamber
Genre: Dark Ambient, Tribal
Website: cryochamber.bandcamp.com

Basics:
Never taking a breather, Simon Heath returns again this year to deliver the 4th album in the Sabled Sun saga, 2148.
It goes without saying that Heath is probably my favorite dark ambient musician and his work never disappoints.
I like the Sabled Sun project because it’s always evolving and each album is a progression, in both sound and story,
from it’s predecessor.

Basics:
Paleowolf is the sideproject of the guy behind Metatron Omega, exploring the more primal sound of the world
before civilization. So, similar spiritual vibe to the Metatron Omega project but with more of a tribal slant.

Stuff:
The Sabled Sun project, which began with 2145 (as in the year 2145), chronicles a man’s journey as he wakes up
from hibernation to discover a futuristic world in ruins. Cut to the current album which brings us to the year 2148.
At this point the man has been wandering around for 4 years, exploring the desolation that surrounds him. In this
chapter he discovers “The Ark” and as his journey unfolds we are taken through “robot filled chasms, overgrown
laboraties, uplink stations, and deteriorated civilzation”. Soundwise, 2148 is somewhere between the epic drones of
2147 and the more spacious, mechanical tones of 2146. Of course there are plenty of droning soundscapes which
give the feeling of windswept wastelands of tomorrow and standing amongst ruined edifices, long silent, that were
once the heart of a thriving futuristic civilization. At this point everything has been reduced to dust and nothingness. The traveller continues to wander in stark isolation, although at intervals the music builds into a melodic
section that offers a glimmer of hope. The journey is not fruitless; there is a purpose and something will eventually
come of it. As the album progresses it feels as if the protagonist has finally made it a place of transition - the last
few tracks: “Project Locus Arcadia”, “Uplink” and “Conceived” carry the feeling of being inside a massive structure,
perhaps an unpowered spaceship or communication tower. I’d venture to say that the last 3 tracks, at least, have the
character taking a spaceship into the “Black Void” of space to continue the journey elsewhere. It feels like something big is coming and the voyage will shift from wandering a dead world to something new and unforeseen. The
album closer “Conceived” strongly carries a transitional vibe, like a main component of the story is dying and/or
being transformed.
2148 has a darker sound to it which carries some of the rawness of mid-era Atrium Carceri. For example “God Is
Binary” has excellent subterranean drones coupled with a faint, distant melody that brings to mind great moments
in AC’s history. I love the melodic stuff on this record, notably the aforementioned piece, “Conceived” and “Project
Locus Arcadia” (hmmm...interesting tie in to another label release!) which is likely my favorite track on the album.

Stuff:
As I wrote in my review of the new Metatron Omega, the description of that project excited me more than the
actual music did. That being so, I was apprehensive at checking out this project where the description once again
sounded exactly like something I would love. I’m happy to report that Genesis does in fact fully deliver on it’s
premise. Paleowolf seems to be the Ulf Soderberg to Metatron Omega’s Sephiroth (although it really doesn’t sound
much like Sephiroth, but you see what I’m going for). While MO is a droning project with hints of the sacral, Paleowolf is a complete immersion into the ancient world; where shamans gathered around burning fires in the cold
of night to perform rituals on the fresh soil of a young earth. It feels like a genuinely powerful and magical album,
with a very strong connection to the earth. The cthonic drones, ritualistic drumming and occasional shamanic vocal bits open a direct gatewat to the remote past. This album carries a strongly “primal” feel - though not in terms
of sound design or composition; the sound and mixing is quite strong, clean and modern. It’s quite a feat for an
album with such precision and polish to generate an accurately “primal” energy. Deep listening will transport you
back to feel the humidity of an ancient jungle, the cold stone walls of a long-since-abandoned cavern, and the wind
etching cracks into a newly formed mountain range where a lone shaman stands amongst the rocky crags chanting
towards the sky.
Overall:
Excellent album for those looking for dark ambient in the ritual and/or tribal spheres. With Ulf Soderberg missing in action for some time now, Paleowolf will have to carry the torch. I find this to be stronger and more unique
than the Metatron Omega material. Definitely one of my favorite records on Cryo Chamber this year and I hope
to hear more from this project!

Overall:
As per usual, an incredible album and definitely a must own for fans of the label and genre. While this certainly
does have the atmosphere as described in the press release, a lot of it feels like tracks that could have been on
Atrium Carceri’s Phrenitis or Void albums. Now, I LOVE both of those albums so this is excellent, but I guess I’m
saying that it doesn’t quite have the original sound that 2146 or 2147 had. Either way, I feel like the next album
will take the story into uncharted territory and I’m curious to see whether or not the sound will reflect it. For now
though, I’m content with these 9 solid tracks of lonely desolation and space travel.
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Wounds // Reviews
Artist: Dead When I Found Her
Album: Eyes On Backwards
Year: 2016
Label: Artoffact
Genre: Electro-Industrial
Website: www.dwifh.com

Artist: Oureboros
Album: Mysterium Tremendum
Year: 2016
Label: Ant Zen
Genre: Ambient, Doom, Tribal, Industrial
Website: www.antzen.com

Basics:
Dead When I Found Her is an excellent electro-industrial band from Portland, Oregon that has gained quite a bit
of hype since their 2010 debut Harm’s Way. You’ll typically hear the name mentioned in conjunction with “Skinny
Puppy influence/clone” and that’s pretty accurate. That said, DWIFH has had quite a career in the rather short span
of 6 years and none of their 4 albums have disappointed. I tend to be weary of bands who are super hyped, but this
project fully deserves and lives up to it!

Basics:
After 5 years, Orphx’s Rich Oddie teams up once again with Aron West for a new Oureboros album. I quite liked
the last offering which was an intriguing mix of hypnotic ambient scapes mixed with post rock sentiments. Mysterium Tremendum seems to continue these vibes, mixing dark, ritualistic industrial soundscapes with sombre,
doom metal style guitars.

Stuff:
While I really enjoyed the debut Harm’s Way, DWIFH kind of lost me on the sophomore album Rag Dolls Blues
which showed him heading into more 80s/synthpop territory. It took me a while to check out the follow up, last
year’s All The Way Down; though having done so recently I only wish I had listened to it sooner. It marked a return
to his trademark throwback-Industrial sound, although the songs were slower and darker than previous material.
That brings us to 2016’s Eyes On Backwards. While All The Way Down is an excellent record, I’m glad to hear him
writing more “upbeat” songs. The Skinny Puppy comparison is as apt as ever on this (and I mean that in the best
possible way), but additionally I get vibes of many other great electro-industrial acts of years past. For example,
“Tantrum” brings to mind Ministry, while “Braille” has a distinct VAC vibe. There’s also some FLA, Haujobb, Mentallo, and so forth in there. Anyway, while these comparisons are fitting, they don’t detract from DWIFH’s skill and
craftmanship. The influences are clear but this is an unquestionably original work. DWIFH expertly blends heavy
industrial percussion with emotive pads, dark melodies, and classic 80s sounds (occasionally venturing into overly
cheesy territory - though I think fans of 80s music will approve). The tracks are generaly approachable, groovy
(though non-clubby) dark electro accented with flurries of Puppy-esque noisy/industrial/unpredictable flourishes.
In short, it’s got pretty much all of the things that attracted me to industrial music in the first place, and they’re all
adeptly done in a way that’s nostalgic & familiar while yet breathing new life into the classic tropes. It’s a great mix
of style & substance, and I feel that everyone from elitist rivetheads to your friend on the periphery of the scene
who likes less scary dark music will really enjoy this record. Production has always been one of the project’s strong
points, and this album is no exception. It rivals the quality of any of the big name electronic acts - precise, deep
lows and airy, spacious highs. I’d also like to point out that his vocals have improved greatly since the debut - they
were very dynamic on All The Way Down and they are perhaps even moreso on this record. Years ago they were
the weakest part of the music (don’t get me wrong - they were never bad), but now they are one of the strongest.

Stuff:
Orphx is known for their extremely hypnotic soundscapes and that characteristic is most certainly present on this
release as well. One of the best parts of it is how deep and cavernous it feels - and it literally pulls the listening into
the depths as the recordings unfold. Mysterium Tremendum is an engrossing mixture of abyssal ritual soundscapes
and industrial vibes. It opens with the excellent “Summon The Void” which is a subdued and highly ritualistic
piece - subtle ethereal drones mix with a steady bass drum which opens a gateway to transport your consciousness
into another realm. Towards the end distorted sludge/doom metal guitars are brought in to crush your physical
body and complete the first phase of the listener’s ascension. This sets the tone for the record; although each song
is quite different, they explore a common mood. The second track “Hive Mind” utilizes rhythmic noises and mesmerizing sound experimentation which isn’t far off from the Orphx material. Tracks like “Anja”, “Under The Black
Sun”, and “Mysterium Tremendum” are focused around the distorted guitars and industrial atmospheres - getting
toward Godflesh/Jesu territory. Despite the focus on guitars, these songs retain an incredibly potent hypnotic/spiritual vibe which keeps it more on the ambient side of the sphere in my eyes. Other tracks like “Burning Starlight”
and “Born In Blood” focus on droning, beatless soundscapes filled with bizarre and unpredictable sounds and
synth abuse. Again, not terribly far off from an Orphx track with the beats removed - the same trance-inducing
atmosphere is everpresent.
Overall:
This is a very interesting and well composed record. It is incredibly engaging and will alter your state of consciousness upon deep listening - I’d go so far as to call it an aural narcotic. While the production is quite clean and well
done, the record has an extremely rustic and gritty feel to it, aided by the languid industrial junk percussion and
sludgey guitars. This is heavy, doomy industrial grade ambient. Definitely something to check out for fans of varied
and somewhat nontraditional industrial/ambient with leanings toward the metal spectrum.

Overall:
An excellent collection of the classic electro-industrial sounds that made/make this genre appealing, polished with
superb modern production. DWIFH continues to solidify his position in the upper echelon of this neo old school
style, and I believe this album is his best one to date. A must have for all fans of Industrial, no question.
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Wounds // Quick Looks
Metatron Omega - “Transductio”
[Cryo Chamber]

ProtoU - “Khmaoch”
[Cryo Chamber]

When I first heard about Metatron
Omega I thought for sure that it was going to be my new favorite band. The description was literally everything I like in
ambient music - “ancient gothic choirs,
ritual drone, archaic atmospheres”; “sacred vocal work, dipalidated cathedrals”
and so forth. I fully expected this to be
the second coming of the master Raison
d’etre. Unfortunately, I was quite disappointed to find out that it actually sounds
nothing like that and instead is mostly
drone music. However, once I put aside
my expectations I was able to see the
positives. While I’m disappointed that it
doesn’t have the soaring choirs (it has a
few choirs but only bits and they are buried in the mix) or plethora of industrial
sfx that I had hoped for, it’s a worthwhile
collection of spiritually-leaning drone
music. His first album was kind of underwhelming to me, but Transductio feels
more refined, and less murky & amorphous. Though still having a somewhat
nebulous feel, I genuinely do get the impression of old dilapidated cathedrals and
religious ruins. I imagine that if you listen
to this in a dark room lit only by candles
you’ll be able to capture the full majesty
of the work. It reminds me of those old
Italian renaissance paintings that I like
so much, but in this case it’s a blurry one
where you can tell that it’s supposed to
be a cathedral but many of the details
are hazy and obscured. The latter part of
the record carries more of an industrial/
old CMI vibe and starts to sound like
Raison b-sides, so that’s cool; although I
think it would’ve been better with some
choirs and melodic elements. Overall:
good if you want unobtrusive, sombre,
droning music with sacral undertones,
but it’s nothing groundbreaking. But hey,
vaguely sacral drone is better than regular drone.

After feeling underwhelmed by the debut record, I was curious to see if ProtoU
could take the positive aspects of it and
develop them further into a more evolved
& refined record. Although Khmaoch
doesn’t sound all that similar to Lost
Here, I do feel that the sound has been
polished. For the most part, Khmaoch is
a pretty middle-of-the-road Cryo Chamber release. It probably doesn’t help that it
came out a mere 7 months after the debut.
I feel like it would have benefitted this release to have had additional time spent
adding more elements which would in
turn give these tracks more life. That said,
it provides standard droning ambient
with fairly clean production and subtle
spiritual vibes. While it may not stand
out all that much, it provides a pleasent
and tranquil listen. The songs are predominately comprised of placid droning
which quietly ebbs and flows, accented by
sparse yet more captivating bits such as
flutes (“Stygian Vortex”), voices (“Voices
Of The Water”), or rhythmic churning
(“Pel”). Though it’s not groundbreaking,
at no point did I want to turn the album
off. It provided a solid listen for the entire
46 minute duration with no notable missteps. Overall, it’s an improvement on the
debut and I’m interested to see where this
project goes in the future. There is definitely potential here and there has been a
clear evolution so let’s hope it continues.
I’d like to see her put more time into the
next release in order to make her tracks
really stand out from the pack.
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Hologram_ - “Amen: Requiem For A
Heart Fragment”
[Ant Zen / Audiotrauma]
The second full length from Hologram_
is another collab release between Ant Zen
and Audiotrauma. As such, you can expect strange and unpredictable sounds.
The intro track “Amen (First Testament)”
is actually my favorite on the album: a
gripping blend of cinematic synths mixed
with crunchy beats and a lofty pianoesque melody. However, come track 2
and beyond I was a little disappointed to
discover that this is basically a dubstep
record. The annoying and ubitquitous
“dubstep bassline” makes an appearance
in pretty much every song from there on
out. I was hoping that sound had been
phased out of music, but I guess no luck
yet. Anyhow, Hologram_ puts an interesting spin on it. Like I mentioned, the
sound is very cinematic (and at times
bombastic) with lots of dramatic piano,
pads, and orchestral hits. The percussion
is heavy which gives the album an overarching industrial tone. This definitely has
an “audiotrauma” feel to it - a mashup of
various styles with a prevailing industrial
sentiment. The drums and bass typically
work together well to create a steady, upbeat groove that one can easily nod their
head to. Scattered throughout the record
are several ambient/interlude tracks such
as “The Manifest” which is a brooding
melodic piece and “Echoes” which is 5
minutes of a looped choir. I like the idea
of these, but they really should have been
kept to about 2 minutes each. 5 minutes for this kind of ambient interlude is
way too much (and this is coming from
a huge fan of ambient). My only other
complaint is his love of the obnoxious
stuttering drums/bass which makes it feel
like the record is skipping; and unfortunately this appears in a bunch of songs.
That said, if you’re missing Ad Noiseam
and want some of that industrial dubstep
sound than give this record a shot. Also
I want to point out that the production/
mixing is incredible and even if I don’t
like some of the content, the sound quality is superb.

The Psychic Force “Welcome To ScarCity”
[Alfa Matrix]
To be honest, I don’t get excited about
much EBM these days but The Psychic
Force is one band who has caught my
attention. I liked the material on their
comeback EP from last year and had
been eagerly anticipating a full length.
As another one of those “bands from
the 90s who has decided to make a
comeback after 20 years”, they began
their career with a good classic sound
and I was excited to see how they would
update it 22 years after their last album
Traces in 1994. As expected, Welcome
To ScarCity is a solid take on the 90s
EBM sound (complete with samples
from The Matrix - ‘99, but it counts)
with precise, modern production. The
drums are driving & punchy, the bass
is strong & energetic, and each track is
laced with catchy, sci-fi melodies which
give me the same feeling I get when
listening to classics like Evil’s Toy. The
vocals are quite dynamic and come in
varying shades of aggressive and clean.
I personally prefer the more aggressive vocals - heard on “Twilight Zone”,
“Politics of Greed”, etc; as these songs
strike me as being more interesting
and intense. Songs with clean vocals
like “Accelerate” come across as kind
of generic future/synthpop and don’t
stand out as much from vintage hits
you’re already familiar with (though
certainly not bad). They also somewhat
awkwardly throw in the vocoder in the
same way a bunch of the 90s bands did
- again the Evil’s Toy comparison is apt.
The album itself is quite dynamic with a
lot of variety in the songwriting - different kinds of vocals, beats, synth sounds,
etc. Overall, it’s great to hear a 90s band
come back strong with an updated
sound and collection of solid tracks to
prove there is still life within the genre.
Definitely for fans of the sound, and
something to check out for those who
haven’t listened to EBM in years but
might want to hear something new in
the vein of the stuff you used to like.

Mondträume - “Free EP”
[Alfa Matrix]
Similarly to the <- post, I don’t really
follow synthpop or futurepop. While
the latter spawned a ridiculous amount
of cheesy paint-by-numbers club-focused music which arguably watered
down the industrial genre, I can honestly say that I do enjoy that sound
when done well. That said, Alfa Matrix
sent this over so I figured I’d give it a
listen. Mondträume writes quite upbeat
synth/futurepop with catchy trance
leads and a clear 80s influence. That
coupled with the excellent and emotive vocals (which are more on the goth
rock side of the spectrum, but work
pretty well with this music) give this an
accessible and captivating sound. This
is an EP so there are only 2 originals
and several remixes (we got the CD
version which has 10 tracks, the digital
version only has 5). The two original
tracks are of course the best; both being well written and supurbly polished
in post-production. Surprisingly, this
features several good remixes which
is almost unheard of these days in an
era of total remix oversaturation (don’t
worry, there are still some predictably
weak reinterpretations). Not sure how
much readers of this zine will be into
this sound, but if you are or were a
fan of early 90s trance-influenced futurepop and are disappointed that the
sound has mostly died off than give this
a shot, it’ll fit right in next to that new
Neuroticfish album.
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Wounds // Articles

12 Underrated Dark Ambient Albums
by: Danica Swanson

Originally known as “industrial ambient”, dark ambient music has been glibly
dismissed as “churchbell tolling overblown solemnity” and “a tiresome battle…
in the massive bleakness stakes.” Nonetheless, it continues to attract new
generations of devoted fans who appreciate its timelessness and the inner
journeys it inspires.
With the exciting developments in the landscape of music distribution in
recent years, the time now seems ripe for dark ambient to reach the wider
audiences it deserves. Looking for the crème de la crème in the genre that
didn’t quite make it onto the radar? Here are a dozen releases that will richly reward your efforts to track them down. Enjoy the darkening of the days and the
coming of winter. It’s a great time to be a dark ambient nerd!

1. Veil Of Secrey - “V.O.S.”

2. THO-SO-AA - “Minus”

The multi-talented Steven Hall – whose work as Yen
Pox with fellow U.S. based musician Michael J.V. Hensley (also of Blood Box) is widely regarded as some of
the best in the genre – released a marvelous but sadly
overlooked self-titled album on the Triumvirate label in
2001.

Ernst Büttler, a.k.a. Lutz Rach, launched THO-SOAA in 1995 as a side project of Aadom/Christbearing
Forms, in order to express “The Other Side Of AAdom,”
and record what he calls “dark soundscapes for dark
people.”

Moody and breathtaking in its sophistication and range,
the emotional landscape of this release speaks in many
tongues. From the haunting “An Angel’s Last Breath”
through the lucid drones of “Throne to the Dogs”
and the guitar-heightened drama of “Ruling Hand of
Snakes,” a sweeping sense of forlorn yearning carries the
listener deep into the terrain of the shadow self. The album cover art is just as impressive: bandmate Hensley’s
art on the front nicely complements Hall’s gorgeous art
on the back (mine is now framed!)
I still can’t figure out why this beautifully mature work
received so little fanfare. It should be at least as well
known as Blood Box and Yen Pox, yet it received barely
a whisper.
If you’re hungry for more, you’ll be happy to hear that
Hall has confirmed that he is working on a new V.O.S.
album! Should your eagerness get the best of you as you
wait – and really, who could blame you – you can always
dig up the V.O.S. remix of Wilt’s “Beyond the Valley of
the Dead” on the Cemetery Road/Dead Electroniks album to tide you over until his new release.
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An unnerving atmosphere of crackling tension and
restlessness wends its way throughout even the most
subdued of these tracks; there’s a constant chill in the
air, as if an ominous ghostly presence lurked around
every corner, weaving sonic tales of dread and destruction. Yet surely “It’s a Nightmare” must rank among the
most exquisite of such nightmares, packing nearly 12
minutes of thick, hypnotic cavernous drones into its
acoustic reach. “A Perfect Collapse” and “Minus” are
also standout tracks. Really, though, apparitions notwithstanding, you can’t go wrong by immersing yourself in this musical space uninterrupted. Emotional
depth is never sacrificed for the sake of style here; we
are reminded that even in the midst of death and decay,
there is endless beauty to be found for those who know
where to look.
Eager to hear more of his work? Check out Epoch Pt.
I, the other close contender from THO-SO-AA that almost made this list. Büttler recently announced on his
fan page that he is taking a rest for awhile, but he assured his fans that THO-SO-AA will be back “someday.” And we’ll be here waiting!
Available for streaming on bandcamp, and for purchase
via Tesco.
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3. Heid - “Submitting To The Uprush Of The Unconsciousness”
Looking for a soundtrack for your initiation into the
mysteries? This masterful 1997 release on the German label Bastet Recordings, the first from the Swedish project Heid, will serve your purposes well. To my
mind it stands above the noisier and somewhat more
hit-or-miss Arktogäa (2000), their second release, on
U.S.-based Malignant Records. Some of the tracks from
Uprush were also re-released without titles on Pilgrim
of the Sublunary World (CMI, 2002).

4. Cisfinitum - “Landschaft”

5. Knox om Pax - “Laudanum”

6. Herbst9 - “:Eta Carinae”

“Cisfinitum is the sound of eternity…metaphysical ambient,” proclaims the artist’s Bandcamp page. “Sublime
emotional tension,” opines one breathless reviewer, and
“…an obscure classic in its own genre,” writes another.
Sound like hyperbole? I assure you it isn’t. If you don’t
think subdued meditative drones can be dramatic and
emotionally arresting, give this haunting masterpiece
a listen and let brilliant Russian composer and violin
virtuoso Eugeny Voronovsky show you how thoroughly
mistaken you are.

Released in 2007 on US label Destructive Industries by
Jess M. (a.k.a. Jesse Aaron of Sanctus Traum Books),
this obscure recording features a rare combination:
eerie, melancholy, pensive dark ambient atmospheres
coupled with liberal use of classical music samples from
the likes of G.I. Gurdjieff, Beethoven, and Mozart.

Accomplished and versatile musicians Frank Merten
and Henry Emich – who are also known for their industrial project Land: Fire – are still among the most
underrated acts in dark ritual ambient. :Eta Carinae:
would certainly make my top ten list of all-time favourite albums in the genre, yet it received nowhere near as
much acclaim as the more well-known (and also brilliant) Buried Under Time and Sand.

Bandmates Kristian Olsson (also known for Survival
Unit) and Tolufim enlisted the work of Peter Lindahl
(who also worked with Tolufim on the L.E.A.K. album
The Old Teahouse) and Stefan Östlund for this album.
Östlund left after the debut release, however, and Heid
was eventually discontinued.

Intimate and suffused with carefully sculpted sound
collages, this album commands rapt attention from
start to finish. Comparisons to the legendary Troum are
not without merit. I’ve never met a dark ambient fan
who remained unmoved by the closing track, “District
Delta” – it’s gut-wrenching, bone-deep anguish in sonic
form, yet Voronovsky pulls it off admirably, without
Originally released in an edition of just 200 copies, ever slipping into heavy-handedness in the slightest.
Uprush carries a strong aura of otherworldly drama Does it even get any sadder than this in dark ambient?
tempered with just the right mix of martial industrial I doubt it.
menace. The evocative “Fire and Ice” stirs the primal
mythic power of the Nordic creation story, while the While the original version of the album was released on
noisy “Gandreið” – Old Norse for “wand riding” or Insofar Vapour Bulk / Grief Recordings and reissued
“witches’ ride” – hums with magic and foreboding. A by Ukrainian label Old Captain, it was also made availtouch of the macabre bleeds out into the mix in “Calling able on Archive.org in 2005 for free download. Fans will
the Hidden Ones,” and finally, the bombastic “Pilgrim of also be interested to know that the version released on
the Sublunary World” gives way to “Beneath the Wing Bandcamp in April 2015 features two amazing bonus
of Shadow,” a beautiful near-14-minute dark odyssey.
tracks – “Olirna,” and “Another Distance,” providing an
extra incentive to support this amazing artist, whose
A few copies can be found on Discogs; I’d call it a ex- work is truly in a class of its own.
cellent candidate for a re-release, as it should rightfully
be considered a classic of the sort that belongs in every
serious dark ambient nerd’s collection.
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Clocking in just under 22 minutes, the album is a musical nod to initiates of the esoteric mystery traditions,
with tracks featuring references to alchemy (“Salt, Sulfur, Mercury”) and building an inner sanctuary (“The
Builders of Adytum”). The project’s name, too, is an
esoteric reference, to Aleister Crowley’s Konx om Pax:
Essays in Light.

Their lavish attention to detail in this sweeping, meticulously crafted work of musical alchemy, released in
2001 via the respected German deep-audio label LokiFound, conjures forth visions of ancient lands strewn
with bones and decay, and summons visions from the
depths of the formless void. “…the darkness from the
Never intended for release, the Laudanum sessions only deep and hidden places of the world made substantial,
made it onto CD under relentless pressure from an in- the inhalations and exhalations of the very earth bener circle of fans. Word from Jess M. is that it’s the only neath our feet,” reads one artist bio. An apt description
album that will ever be released by the project. Fortu- of their work indeed.
nately, a few copies can still be found on Discogs.
From the trancelike “Eclipse” to the transcendent
“Blood Whisper,” the chthonic emanations of “Dhyan
Chohane,” and the ritualistic percussion of “Face of
Fire,” Herbst9 weaves a lush sonic tapestry – a kaleidoscope of sound through which vast, cavernous ancient
lands come into sharper focus.
The masterful :Eta Carinae: is a shining example of the
trademark mystical, meditative luminosity that has
made me such a die-hard fan of Herbst9 for so many
years. Dark ritual ambient at its finest!
(As of 2014, Eta Carinae has been re-released in digital
format via Loki Foundation)
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7. FoetusDreams - “Revealed Behind The Glass”

8. Penjaga Insaf - “Sama Sadja”

9. Nagual Art - “Adoria”

10. His Divine Grave - “Die Schlangenkönigin”

This winsome collection of numinous, reflective dronescapes – a brilliant five-track, 30-minute EP that
somehow manages to carry the weight and depth of a
full-length release – is the work of the talented Frank
Stevenaar, a first-class act whose music has also graced
many an introspective dark fusion dance performance,
stretching and undulating in perfect time with the
dancers.

Ingo Sauerbrey teams up with Henry Emich of Herbst9
to deliver Sama Sadja (“together alone”), a unique and
introspective audio travelogue incorporating original
field recordings from trips to Indonesia. Released in
2010 on Power & Steel (a division of German label Loki-Foundation), eight tracks densely packed with deep
resonant telluric tones, sub-sonic alchemical tremors,
and guttural chants align the crumbling landscapes of
memory with time, inspiring visions of ancient worlds.

Traversing ethereal lucid-dream-landscapes of the ineffable, reclusive and gifted musician Andreas Kantner’s work as Nagual Art (“nagual” meaning “hidden”
or “masked”) is in peak form on his winter-themed
2007 album Adoria, released on German net-label This
Plague of Dreaming. Kantner delivers a refined, masterful album wrapped in an alluring aura of mystery
and laden with enticing idyllic neoclassical influences,
painting an aural portrait to celebrate the magic of frozen winter lands.

This 2003 release on Austrian label Hau Ruck!, by a mysterious French formation including a musician who goes
by the moniker “Moonchild Erik” is, well, mysterious.
When performing live, His Divine Grace play wearing full
facial masks; even their label seems to have no information about them. Some track titles are in mixed German
and French (e.g. “In Die Wüste Wächst – Weh Dem, Der
Wüsten Birgt (Herméneutique De L’Isolation),” which
only adds to the intrigue.

There’s a timeless, luminous quality of vulnerability
pouring forth in these drones that reaches into realms
far beyond the album’s extant minimalism. “Reclusion”
and “Continuum” seem to be meditations on solitude
and acceptance of impermanence – auditory reflections
on the inherent fragility and precariousness of life and
the certainty that we will one day lose all that we love.

The countless samples employed to hypnotic effect here
include a traditional Gamelan orchestra and theatrical performances. Xylophone bells punctuate opener
“Seimbang” over layers of drifting atmospheres; the
mystical tribal rhythms and repetitive ritual chants of
“Djalan” follow in a striking twist, and the hypnotising
chimes of “Pelamun” carry the listener along the edge
Unleashing a torrent of emotion in sonic form, the soul- of a cliff through the perils of the desert lands. The maful and poignant title track – a perfect way to bring this jestic title track closes the album with an otherworldly
sonic journey to a close – speaks to those who have intensity, pairing vocal samples with bells, deep bass,
survived many losses, then gone on to behold the ex- and an industrial undercurrent. These mesmerising
pansive inner vistas that emerge in their wake. Even the compositions would be a wonderful accompaniment
most hardened of hearts may find itself opening within for ritual dance. Sama Sadja is a remarkable album that
the acoustic space Stevenaar so skillfully creates.
strays far afield from standard genre conventions. “One
can almost feel Indonesia’s famous ‘Stille Kracht’ (quiet/
Don’t let the understated presentation mislead you; unseen force),” claims one reviewer, and I’m inclined to
these soundscapes are densely packed with richness agree.
and awash in dreamlike waves of subtleties that call for
many close headphone-listens to appreciate. This collection deserves to sit right alongside any of the enduring dark ambient classics. If Revealed whets your appetite for more of his work, as I have no doubt it will, you’ll
surely also want to delve into Stevenaar’s refined (and
also criminally underrated) full-length release, Brouillard, on the Dutch label Winter Light.
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The ten tracks on Die Schlangenkönigin (“the snake
queen”) pay tribute to Auf den Marmorklippen (On the
Marble Cliffs), a novel by the German writer Ernst Jünger,
also known in post-industrial music circles for The Forest
Passage.

Despite the brilliance and luminosity of his work and
his poetic sensibilities, Kantner is still not widely known
among dark ambient fans – perhaps in part because he
eschews live performances, preferring to keep his focus
honed on bringing forth the dreams of the spirits rather Some of the neoclassical elements employed here bring to
than on providing entertainment.
mind to the Land album Opuscule, another masterpiece
work in a similar vein. Poetic and cerebral, atmospheric
Kantner’s deep-spirit-immersion approach to the com- and gloomy, these tracks – taken together – dredge up an
position process pays off richly. Highlights of Adoria almost overwhelming sense of burden and melancholy.
include the haunting “Lisea,” “Fatima,” and “Traum- Birdsongs, bells, winds whistling, and other such seemkristalle,” shimmering with thick atmospheric harmo- ingly innocuous sounds float through the listener’s awarenies and wispy voices. The album culminates with the ness, yet somehow leave bone-deep sorrow in their wake,
soaring “Theory of the Deep,” stirring sublime visions tinged with an increasingly creepy sense of foreboding as
as it unfurls, providing an aural path toward visceral ac- the album progresses. Rumbling thunderstorms punctuate waves of pensive drones; long-dormant unfulfilled
ceptance of all that remains unresolved. Hypnotic!
yearnings stir in “Der In Den Blättern Lebt” (He Lives In
The Leaves); the wistful “Eburnum” slips, velvet-like, into
the deeper levels of being, as the last hope of remaining
unscathed disappears.
Reverse Aleph, their first official release from 2001 (also
on Hau Ruck!), is equally brilliant and also highly recommended. His Divine Grace seems to be no more, as Moonchild Erik has apparently moved in a more black-metal
direction, but fortunately copies of the unforgettable Die
Schlangenkönigin, and many of their other releases, can
still be found on Discogs.
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11. Vasilisk - “Tribal Zone”

12. New Risen Throne - “Flowing Ashes”

A heady brew of politically charged ritual dark ambient and percussion-driven tribal industrial bursts forth
in this aptly named and long-awaited 2012 release from
Vasilisk. This enigmatic project was originally formed
by musicians Tomo Kuwabara, Yukio Nagoshi, and
Chiaki Kuwahara in 1985; they are perhaps best known
for their 1990 release Liberation and Ecstasy.

Nearly an hour of bleak, beautifully wrought, and desolate musical visions spill forth in these three brilliant
compositions from Italian composer Stielh, a.k.a. Gabriele Panci (also known for his work with Konau). If
your tastes in dark ambient lean in the direction of fullon apocalyptic doom-and-gloom, as mine so often do,
then New Risen Throne should be at the top of your list.

Tribal Zone is the first part of a trilogy focusing on the
suffering of Tibet. “Tibet is disappearing…the spiritual
belief cannot be washed away…” we read in the album’s
liner notes. The bloodied monk on the cover makes the
horrors obvious enough, yet the question remains: what
roiling horrors might we be confronted with underneath the official story here, and should we dig more
deeply?

Heavy fog descends as 27-minute opener “Vision of
Scourge” surveys the scale of the destruction, and we
are taken on an audio tour of denuded, eroded, and ruined lands. Dance a dirge as “Ritual Over Ruin,” with
its thunderous drops of chthonic bass tones – and muted samples that recall some kind of occult initiation
(though they’re actually from System Shock) – trudges
through nightmarish realms of muddied lifeless bodies,
sorting through the rubble. “Ashes” tempers the mix a
Opener “Pagan Ritual” pierces the veil; choral voices and bit, but still delivers an unsettling sonic glimpse of the
low guttural rumbling enter the mix in “Riot in Lhasa.” shadowy chambers where the unsuspecting risk meetThe mystical “Into the Circle” – featuring the hypnotic ing their final doom.
voice of Jun Konagaya – has captivated many a neophyte, lured them into blissful dark-ambient-induced Grim, cold, solemn…and utterly sublime. If this is the
trance, and left them wanting more. “Burning Monk”
soundtrack for the apocalypse, then I, for one, am in.
grabs attention with a sudden and effective noisy jolt, There’s no way I’d rather go!
and as the album progresses, the listener is left with a
mounting sense of disquiet, no doubt by the artist’s in- (As of late 2016, Flowing Ashes has been released as part
tention.
of a 4CD retrospective released by Infinite Fog)

Catacylst - “Monuments Of A Rubicund Age”
[Tantric Harmonies / Zhelezobeton]

In 2014, three of the previously hard-to-find Vasilisk --albums were remastered and re-released on the Steinklang Industries label, including Whirling Dervishes Article originally written for I Die: You Die, reprinted with per(1987), Mkwaju (1988), and Acqua (1989). And should mission and a few updates. Original can be read here.
your tastes happen to lean toward goa trance, you’re in
luck: Vasilisk also released a single album in this style,
Sixth Darshan, in 1998.

While rearranging my CD collection the other day, I stumbled on this release which I haven’t heard in quite some
time and I felt that it was worth a revisit. Cataclyst was a one-time collab between Raison d’etre’s Peter Andersson
and Institut’s Johanna Rosenqvist. Originally released in a highly limited edition on Andersson’s own Yantra Atmospheres, it was re-released in 2007 on Tantric Harmonies and Zhelezobeton, re-mastered with an additional bonus
track. I picked it up on a whim because I figured hey, Raison is one of the best dark ambient projects and 1999 was
right after his masterpiece In Silence Sadness And Solitude, so this should be pretty good too. Ironically, I remember
not liking it on first listen, but after giving it another spin some years later I can say that, while not mindblowing, it
features some solid material and is geuinely worth checking out. You’ll hear some of the trademark Raison choirs
along with his penchant for melodic drones, however this record is significantly more industrial than the typical
Raison stuff. Most tracks contain percussion; dense, hazy atmospheres; and buried, sampled(?) vocal clips. Possibly due to the track names (Dwarfs[sic] and Elves are mentioned), the whole thing has an air of fantasy to it, but
predominately it brings to mind images of frozen scandinavian forges in the heart of a great, ancient castle. In addition to the drums, some tracks feature cinematic pads which conjure something of a martial vibe, enhancing the
imagry of old castles and their legions preparing for battle. Probably due to when it was recorded, the entire thing
has a very hazy & “old” feel to it, in the vein of other the early 90s Cold Meat releases, which I think fits the mood
of the record perfectly. Andersson is an absolute master of atmosphere and it shows here. I’m not sure who contributed what to this release, but it seems like both parties’ material meshes together really well and creates something
familiar while also exploring new territory. Definitely something to check out for fans of early Cold Meat who are
looking for a captivating blend of vintage dark ambient and industrial soundscapes. Seems like copies can be found
for quite cheap on discogs.com.
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R|A|A|N - “The Nacrasti”
[Malignant Antibody]

Herbst9 - “Buried Under Time And Sand”
[Loki Foundation]

This year is the 15th anniversary of this landmark ambient album, released in 2001 on the sparsely used Malignant
sublabel Malignant Antibody. Wounds of the Earth reviewed this album quite a while back, probably 10 years ago,
but that review has long since been lost to the ether. After not listening to this album for a few years I pulled it out
recently and was blown away by how excellent it still sounds today. As such, I felt it worthy to have the spotlight
shone on it once more. The Nacrasti is an absolutely stunning album that perfectly captures the bleak & forlorn
atmospheres of a long dead civilization. Though it does not contain percussion, it conjures an exceptionally vivid
“tribal” or “ethnic” vibe, in the vein of acts like Herbst9, Hall Of Mirrors, etc. Through layers of shifting and
cloaked drones, R|A|A|N takes the listener on a visionary journey through the sombre and fog-shrouded ruins of
a mystical, desert-dwelling antediluvian civilization. We get a tour of the buildings, temples, and ritual grounds;
then are taken down through perilous subterranean corridors that have long since felt the presence of a sentient
race. This album expertly uses dynamic and occasionally melodic drones (typically giving the sound of ancient
flutes or similar instruments - calling to the unseen in some sort of archaic ritual evocation) to craft very thick
and convincing atmospheres which make the listener feel as though they are not just listening to sounds about a
place, but actually experiencing it. There is such a primal energy explored here; something so remote and distantly
antique that it feels alien, yet at the same time resonates with our subconscious in a distinctly “human” and organic
manner. The Nacrasti acts as a bridge cascading back through time to connect us with our shamanistic ancestors.
Very complex, very convincing, and the overall sound quality/production/composition holds up completely. This
sounds as good and relevant today as it ever did. Overall an incredible dark ambient album that’s not to be missed,
especially if you’re a fan of ancient, tribal, and/or ritualistic soundscapes - it will surely leave you with a profound
sense of awe. It’s a shame that R|A|A|N never released another album after this, although it’s impressive to begin
and end on a masterpiece like this.
After this album he went on to form a new project called Moth Electret and has released 3 albums since 2007.

Additionally, I wanted to take a look back at another not too dissimilar album - Herbst9’s landmark opus Buried
Under Time and Sand which is now just over 10 years old. For me, this album is the ultimate desert / ancient magical society dark ambient album. As per their usual, Herbst9 explores Sumerian mythology with an epic & active
mixture of droning, chthonic noises, veiled ethnic sounds, field recordings, and subtle vocal samples. While I love
all thier work, this one is particularly visionary and is able to vividly conjure the atmosphere of the vast antediluvian middle eastern desert and its sparse population of magic-inclined societies. This album gives the listener
a convincing glance back at the ancient holy edifices while we travel through ceremonies held within hidden
chambers. You can feel the wind against your skin and the hot sand beneath your feet as the primeval sun beats
down from above. Beyond the streets of the bygone city you descend into myriad blackened tombs to examine the
antique sacral relics of a long dead society. It carries such a potent and decidedly ancient energy to it that one can’t
help but feel like an archeologist while listening to this record. Additionaly, the production is excellent and it still
sounds amazing years later. The depth and space allow the mix to capture the majesty and colossal profundity of
this slice of the ancient world. Nothing else needs to be said, this is an absolute masterpiece that sets the standard
for ethno/tribal-leaning dark ambient.
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Wounds // Interviews
How do you discover new bands –
is it mainly through demos sent to
you, or are you actively out there
looking?
It depends. It’s always a love story
but not with the same beginning
for each. It could be during a show,
or during a web surfing session, or
with a demo submission. To be honest I would like to release more albums, there are many talented musicians that I would like to work for.
Money is the main hurdle to release
new albums.
What are the most important
characteristics of a band’s sound/
image/etc. you look for when listening to demos (or when looking
at new bands)?

Audiotrauma seems to be most known for releasing
weird, complex, cross-genre, and hard to classify music that is at least somewhat connected with the “industrial” sound. What attracts you to these strange
First of all, how would you describe Audiotrauma and alien sounds?
and what are your goals with the label?
Before everything: originality and quality.
Audiotrauma is a French label composed by a kind That’s right, our catalog is very hard to classify and in
of collective. A collective of passionate, involved, free the same time you know in few seconds when you listen
minded artists. We are sometimes associated with the to one of our release it has that audiotrauma sound. It’s
industrial culture, sometimes to noise, and always to the complex, cold, dark, electronic and powerful. Finally, it
could the perfect soundtrack of our complicated, moddark direction of realistic art work.
ern, cold and dark world isn’t it?
We produce Deviant music for deviant people...
AUDIOTRAUMA [LABEL]
INTERVIEW
---

To be honest I don’t really know. It’s
a question of feeling. But of course
we are always looking for someone
that is professional and eager to
reach that next level. It’s important
to let the artists know that we are
working together, hand in hand to
find the perfect audience for each
release. It’s really important to build
a relation based on respect and free
talking.

What inspired you to start the label?

What can you tell us about your most recent releases?

Some of your most recent releases
have been released as collaboration with Ant Zen. How did you
connect with Ant Zen and how do
you feel this has impacted these releases?

Many things inspired me and the crew to start this adventure 15 years ago. The main reason was to create a
structure that could give a voice and an identity to our
vision of music and visual art.
I guess that every underground movement starts with
the same reason. We wanted to make some noise in the
musical landscape. Of course we were very inspired by
the German scene and the “noise makers” activists.

2016 was a really crazy year. We released 13 new opuses
and it was a really full year.
Each release is awesome, really... and some of them are
literally pure masterpieces of electronic music. META
MEAT, HOLOGRAM_, NAO, SOLVE, VERIN... They
all received very good feedback from the audience and
reviewers alike. I really really invite you all to listen to
them all on our bandcamp page. Sound is much more
explicit than words ;)

Ant Zen is off course one of my biggest influences as a music label. I have
the chance to know them personally
and I have learned a lot because of
them. Stefan Alt is a passionate actor of the scene. All around, he’s
a great man. Actually our 2 labels
have been very close for a long time.
We made several co-productions
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in the past (TWINKLE, SONIC
AREA, HOLOGRAM_, Alchemists,
META MEAT, NAO...) and we will
probably continue to work together.
I guess we are doing a kind of trade.
We bring them a fresh sound, a
kind of french touch, and they share
some experience of their work with
us. It’s always a pleasure.

and supporters of our scene. They
like to touch. It’s probably close to
sexual fetishism.
Do you have any releases that you
are most proud of or feel are especially interesting in some way?

Don’t ask a father to choose his favorite child... (hahaha)
How have you changed the way I would invite open minded people
you do label things based on the to listen to our lastest free digichanges in technology over the last tal sampler, Patchwork of traumas
15 years? What methods of pro- 2k16. 1 extract of each release from
motion do you find to be the most 2016. Listen to it as loud as you can
effective in today’s world?
and let your skin tell you which
projects you must dig into.
Interesting question, it changes
very very quick and it’s hard to say Do you have any forthcoming rehow to adapt exactly. It was differ- leases that you can tell us about?
ent 6 months ago, and there will be
something new in 6 months. The The 2017 release schedule is now
best way to promote the label and finished. I can tell you we will reits roster will always be the quality lease the new HORSKH album,
of our work. It’s definitely the best first MOAAN EXIS album, new
publicity.
R.ROOO opus and some really awesome new comers. I can tell you it
How important do you think phys- will be one more active year.
ical media and distribution is in
today’s world?
And most importantly, when can
we expect the next Chrysalide alI was very pessimistic few years ago bum??
and finally I’m more optimistic now.
Digital media is not bad at all and When the world is ready
we’re still selling some physical media.
--I don’t know what the best media is.
If it’s CDs, vinyl or Tapes. Probably
More Info:
the CD has to die to become hip
again. It’s still my favorite media. I
[ official site ]
really don’t like the streaming me[ bandcamp ]
dia. It makes the music almost free
to sell more and more smart phones
and colored headphones. They are
the real thieves of music I guess. But
of course the digital distribution is
entering into the listeners habits.
But I know that people who really
love the music need to feel it physically as well. They are passionate
55
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works ever, because of the cold and
emptiness it emits. And honestly If I
were to produce this music again I’d
probably do it the same way. Not all
emotions should be tamed just like
not all sounds should be what people expect them to be. I only wish
listeners still had the patience to endure tracks of this length.

photo credit: Małgorzata Replińsk

MYTRIP
INTERVIEW
---

Comfort’ in Carpathian Forest’s Morbid Fascination
of Death showed me you don’t really need a full band
to build an atmosphere thicker and darker than blood.
When I started building the first Mytrip pieces I barely
First of all, what is Mytrip and what caused you to knew genres like dark ambient and drone existed. Still,
I’ll always remember hearing ‘The Primordial Atom’ for
form it?
the first time. I hadn’t listened to any Lustmord before
Mytrip is my first and main musical outlet. I started us- or even ages after that, but this piece showed me you
ing this name in 2005, but I consider 2007 the real start can do whatever you want with music and there will alof the project, because that’s when I began perform- ways be listeners who’ll understand you.
ing live. Everybody can feel and explore sound in the
comfortable isolation of their homes (or headphones) I I was first introduced to your music in 2011 with the
want Mytrip to be able to provoke the total surrender to Low cassette and later the split with EUS. Your work
at the time was super dark, raw, and lofi. What were
sound in live setting as well.
you influences on this material and what can you tell
What are your influences and how do you get inter- us about those tracks?
ested in Drone music?
Around thе time I recorded Low I felt I was miles away
My first exposure to atmospheric music was through from the polished sound of ‘popular’ ambient and
video games and black metal. There’s this Ancient Wis- dark ambient. At first I considered this an issue, then I
dom album called ‘For Snow Covered The Mountain’. learned I can dig deeper in abrasive and lo-fi sound to
It starts with a piano-based piece with minimalist per- find my own means to make it work for what I wanted
cussions and screams. It opened my teenage brain for to say with music. If you take I Am Mud, side B from
the idea of combining things that would hardly ever Low, it’s a 26 minutes long piece, which basically has no
exist together in popular music. The same way ‘Cold high frequencies whatsoever. It’s still among my favorite
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maybe because I’m adapting to the
shorter attention span of the listeners or maybe because the ideas, environments and emotional states I
like to portray have become more
personal.
Back in the day I’d start from long
vst plug-in generated soundscapes
and then edit them beyond recognition. Nowadays I’m using mostly
hardware to write the basis of the
tracks, meaning guitars and a small
collection of affordable synths, plus
tons of field recordings. Still in love
with capturing a creative impulse,
a moment and keeping it far from
perfect. It’s just the moments have
become shorter and more precious.

Since then you have made some
refinement to your sound and are
now making more spacious and
subtly melodic drone, which is
present on the Empty vinyl and
most recently your new full length
Filament. What can you tell us
about the development of your
sound over the last 5 years? How
have your influences, methods, What can you tell us about your
and gear changed?
newest album Filament? What are
you influences and goals with this
Before Empty and Filament I was album?
closer to the drone side of ambient.
I’d take these long sequences which Filament is an album, which started
feel almost as if there’s no melodic to appear sometime in late Spring
movement in the music whatso- this year. I was sketching these mostever and do all the development ly synth driven pieces, minimalist
and structure of the pieces via ef- sequences with the idea to come up
fects processing. I’d throw in micro with a very clean and melodic music
sounds, mostly one shots, meaning based on layering. Few months later
if you want to feel the real power I got booked to open a speedcore
of the piece you really, really have gig (yeaps, exactly) and decided to
to stick with it and consume each use this as a basis for my set. I imand every second. Оtherwise it provised a lot live, added very miniwould sound just as a barely moving malist drum patterns from a digital
soundscape. While in the same time sampler I had just bought. And it
it’s pretty densely populated with el- worked great. Visual artist and sceements. I’d take what many people nographer Silvana Ilieva, who did
would consider bad mixing and all the artwork and videos for the
play with it, because interference album, created stunning visuals for
between sounds, frequency mask- that show, which managed to set a
ing and then accidental resurfacing very interesting environment for the
of details is something I find very music to live in. We then turned this
natural and interesting to recreate into a breathing concept and Filain ambient.
ment was born.
Nowadays, I’ve developed a more of If the 7” before it was about emptia song-writer approach, maybe due ness then Filament is a story about
to the fact I’m listening and play- learning to accept life, about actuing a lot of music in similar genres, ally finding sense in living and is
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carrying everything related to this
process. Of course way beyond the
solely physical aspects of living life.
This was the first time (to my
knowledge) that you’ve worked
with a kick drum in your music. What was the reason behind
this and how does it impact your
sound? Do you think you will continue to work with percussion?
Yes, Filament does actually have
beats ha-ha... no matter how simple they are. All this time I’ve spent
writing ambient drone music I’ve
been asked hundreds of times why
don’t I use beats, even why I don’t
like them. People would see me on a
techno or drum’n’bass party and ask
me ‘But man, this music here has no
beats, why are you here?’ Truth is
that so far I simply didn’t need percussions in my music as I’ve found
other ways to give rhythm to music,
which people are tempted to discard
as beatless just because they don’t
have the patience to feel through its
own pulse.
So I’d use beats when the music needs it, not as a tool to touch
somebody where they want to be
touched. And Filament is a kind of
a transition from my purely ambient
drone based music to a harsher and
more massive sonic experience (especially when experienced live). It’s
a huge stepping stone for me, with
or without its beats.
Over your career you’ve released
most of your work on cassette tape.
What do you like about this format
and do you find it to be particularly effective for experimental/ambient/drone music?
I fucking hate CDrs and don’t even
have a CD player. I only like the tiny
3” CDrs. I still have a nice collection
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on music on discs. But tapes are just
perfect for DIY publishers, small
runs and the cassette tape as a media
itself is great for alternative genres,
because it somehow changes and
colors the music. It also degrades
and adds character to it. Using a hybrid digital / analog setup to write,
record and produce music I find
sound becoming real only when it’s
transferred on tape or vinyl. Before
that it’s just zeroes and ones even
when I created it from scratch.

cheap ass mobile recorder and faulty
cables. That’s all I’m currently using
both for live sessions, collabs, commissioned works and my own stuff.
I’ve always preferred to limit myself
gear-wise, even start with recognizable presets and sounds so I squeeze
the best of the moment and the tools
without getting too technical or obsessed with perfection.

It seems like you tour across Europe pretty regularly. What are
your favorite countries/cities to
play and what places are most receptive to live ambient music?

After the local promo shows for the
album are done I’ll sit and chill for
a bit and decide if I’m up for more
touring with this record. I already
performed a version of it during an
August tour in Poland. and Near its
end I was really drained. Filament
is a very personal album and I still
can’t decide if I feel well after playing it to other people too often. I
suspect it’s a matter of getting out of
my comfort zone so in the end I’ll
surely end up touring more with it
in 2017. The follow up to Filament
has also been in my head for several
years now, so all efforts will be focused on finally letting it out.
But for now ‘I must survive growth’.

I love each and every show I’ve
played so far as they all taught me
something. Be that something about
me, about music or just showed me
another point of view. Lately I’ve
had the luck to be playing in front
of audience which knows what to
expect. So no matter the country
I’m in, no matter if there are 10 or
100 people it’s been a pleasure to
perform. Lately, I’ve toured Poland
and it was perfect so I totally love it
there, but same goes for Germany,
England or Romania.

More Info:
--[ bandcamp ]
[ facebook ]

Any plans for the future with Mytrip?

Can you tell us a bit about your
studio – what gear are you using,
etc?
In every house where I lived there
has always been this corner of freedom, which I wouldn’t call a studio, but more of a creative shelter.
For several years it’s been centered
around the computer I’m currently
using. I have several Korg synths
(Microkorg and a bunch of Volcas),
reverb, delay and fuzz guitar pedals, an ESP LTD Telecaster, which I
play like a deaf person, a tape deck, a
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